
Summary of Key Concerns re: CPSO Draft CAM Policy 

• On December 4, 2020, the CPSO released a revised ‘Complementary and Alternative Medicine’ policy (the
“Draft Policy”), which if approved, would replace the current policy that was last updated in 2011 (the
“Current Policy”). The CPSO is inviting input on the Draft Policy before March 15, 2021. It is anticipated
that the Draft Policy will be adopted by the CPSO in May/June 2021. For your reference, the Draft Policy
is attached as “A. Draft Policy” and the Current Policy is attached as “B. Current Policy.”

• The Draft Policy intends to make drastic changes to physicians’ ability to offer a range of safe and effective 
Complementary, Alternative and Integrative Medicine approaches, and to patients’ ability to access care
that they need and want.

• The overall tone of the Draft Policy is hostile towards and untrusting of physicians using CAM treatments.
If put into effect, the Draft Policy – and its emphasis on adhering to rigid conventional practices - will
inevitably stifle progress and innovation in the Ontario medical system, create an even deeper divide
between ‘conventional’ and CAM physicians in Ontario, and impede the ability of Ontario physicians to
create positive patient outcomes.

• Noticeably absent from the Draft Policy is the Current Policy’s reference to section 5.1 of the Medicine
Act, which states that “physicians shall not be found guilty of professional misconduct or incompetence
solely on the basis that they practice a therapy that is non-traditional or that departs from the prevailing
medical practice.” The inclusion of this reference in the Current Policy sets an important tone for the
Current Policy. The complete omission of this reference in the Draft Policy sets a deeply concerning tone
for the Draft Policy.

• The Draft Policy goes against the principles articulated in the judicial decision of Brett et al. v. Board of
Directors of Physiotherapy (Ont.) (the “Brett Decision”). This case supports the view that the majority in
a profession ought not to be allowed to stifle the creativity and innovation of the minority, absent a
specific law or regulation prohibiting the practice is question. The approach expressed by the Brett
Decision is critical for innovation in medicine – it is what will allow a profession to develop, change and
progress, rather than becoming stultified. For your reference, a relevant excerpt from the judicial
reasoning is attached as “C. Brett Decision”.

• We feel strongly that it is in the interest and duty of the OMA to protect the right of all Ontario physicians
to have the latitude to use their clinical judgment and clinical observations to arrive at the best outcomes
for their patients. The Draft Policy includes a broadened definition of “complementary and alternative
medicine”, to include the use of “conventional treatments, practices and products in non-conventional
ways, and new treatments, practices and products that are based on or in conventional medical
understanding.” (Draft Policy – page 242) This greatly increases the number of physicians who will be
impacted by the Draft Policy.

• There are 4 key issues with the Draft Policy summarized below.



ISSUE 1: Increased Evidentiary Requirements – CAM treatments will not only need to be “informed” by, but will 
have to be “supported” by evidence and scientific reasoning     
 

• The Current Policy requires that assessment, diagnosis and therapy “must be INFORMED by evidence and 
science, “supported by sound clinical judgement” and have a “logical connection to the diagnosis 
reached”. (Sections II and III of Current Policy). This requirement of “informed by evidence and science” 
is consistent with the approaches in the CAM Policies, Standards and Guidelines in British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland & Labrador - the other provinces that have CAM 
regulation for physicians. 
 

• The Draft Policy changes the requirement such that physicians must only provide CAM treatments that 
are “SUPPORTED by evidence and scientific reasoning regarding the efficacy of the treatment” (Draft 
Policy: page 249 - Section 8, line 101).  
 

• Unlike the Current Policy, the Draft Policy specifies what the CPSO considers to be “strong scientific 
evidence”. Specifically, the draft “Advice to the Profession” companion document (Draft Policy: page 256 
– line 124) outlines a “hierarchy of evidence” with case reports/case studies, mechanistic studies, 
editorials/expert opinions all being deemed to be lower quality of evidence with high risk of bias. Clinical 
observations and patient outcomes are not included in the hierarchy. The Draft Policy states that 
“recommending a treatment to patients without strong scientific evidence raises several risks” (e.g., 
unexpected negative consequences and patient exploitation). (Draft Policy: page 255 – line 105). 
 

• It is important to recognize the reality that many CAM treatments will never be substantiated by the level 
of evidence that the Draft Policy requires, creating an inherent bias towards the use of CAM treatments. 
Natural substances / non-patentable treatments (including those with expired patents) will rarely obtain 
the financial backing to allow for costly, large-scale randomized, controlled trials to be conducted. 
Furthermore, medical reasoning using paradigms that differ from conventional medicine are unlikely to 
be included in journals that have been deemed ‘reputable’ by conventional medicine.  
 

• Taken together, the above changes in the Draft Policy create serious risks and hardships for both CAM 
practitioners and patients seeking CAM treatments in Ontario. 
 

o 1) CAM physicians who are using safe CAM treatments that result in positive patient outcomes 
are at the risk of being unjustly scrutinized / disciplined by the CPSO. The fact that the Draft 
Policy will mandate all physicians to only provide CAM treatments supported by evidence and 
scientific reasoning, yet CAM treatments (by virtue of being natural/unpatentable) often cannot 
attract the financial backing to engage in the costly scientific trials illustrates how there is a serious 
gap in the Draft Policy.  
 

o 2) Patients with troubling and often chronic symptoms that are not currently well-addressed by 
current conventional medicine often integrate CAM therapies into comprehensive medical care. 
Arbitrarily cutting off an important range of safe CAM options robs patients of their autonomy 
to choose CAM treatments. If these patients can no longer access the extensive range of therapies 
which they need and choose from skilled physicians, and are left with chronic health problems, 
they will end up doctoring themselves, turning to unqualified people, or going out of province for 
care.  

 



ISSUE 2: Permitted Scope of Practice – Physicians will only be permitted to offer treatments for symptoms or 
conditions they are able to treat within their conventional scope of practice   

 
• The Draft Policy proposes a new requirement that physicians must only provide CAM treatments “within 

their scope of practice to treat using conventional medicine, including only using modalities of treatment 
that are within their conventional scope of practice.” (Draft Policy: page 249 – line 96). This can be 
contrasted to the language in the Current Policy that states “physicians must always act within the limits 
of their knowledge, skill and judgment and never provide care that is beyond the scope of their clinical 
competence.” (Current Policy – page 4, section i).  
 

• The Current Policy’s language – and the fact that all physicians are already required to “practice only in 
the areas of medicine in which the physician is educated and experienced” and have “sufficient knowledge, 
skill and judgement.” (O.Reg. 865/93 s.2) should be enough. The additional language proposed by the 
Draft Policy is unreasonable and overly restrictive. If anything, the Draft Policy’s language encourages 
physicians to only look at the body in isolated specialties, without addressing “the whole”. CAM 
practitioners often apply a holistic approach to health. Assuming they have the requisites skills and 
experience, physicians should be allowed to address other bodily disfunctions other than their narrowly 
specified specialty.  

 
• Incidentally, in 2010, the College’s Working Group proposed a similarly drastic change to CAM that 

attracted such overwhelming negative submissions that it was replaced by the Current Policy. Two 
submissions are attached for reference. Their statements which are equally as relevant today. The first 
submission is written on behalf of the Section on Complementary and Integrative Medicine of the OMA. 
(Attached as “C. OMA Submission”) The second is submitted by a physician named . 
(Attached as  “D.  Response”) 

 
ISSUE 3: Documentation – Physicians providing CAM treatments will have to comply with unreasonably 
burdensome documentation requirements  
 

• Under the Draft Policy’s changes, physicians providing CAM treatments must document 1) the evidence-
based rationale for the treatment in the patient’s medical record; and 2) the risk benefit analysis 
undertaken to determine the appropriateness of providing the CAM treatment to the patient. Under the 
Current Policy, there are no such written requirements. Physicians providing CAM treatments simply have 
to discuss the treatments verbally with the patients. (Draft Policy – page 251, line 163)  
 

• The new medical record documentation policy is unreasonably burdensome and difficult to comply with 
in a busy medical practice. The changes would effectively require any physician contemplating a CAM 
treatment to do a literature search and document the literature substantiating the treatment.  
 

• Any physician who fails to comply with this extremely high bar could be disciplined by the CPSO.  
 

ISSUE 4: Preventing Exploitation – Draft Policy includes changes that will curtail access to care for patients 
deemed ‘vulnerable to exploitation’  
 

• The Draft Policy includes new provisions 1) expressly prohibiting exploitation; and 2) outlining factors that 
can make a patient vulnerable to exploitation (Draft Policy – Page 249, line 125) 
 



• The inclusion of provisions expressly prohibiting exploitation reflects the hostility and bias towards 
physicians using CAM treatments. The prevention of exploitation is relevant to ALL physicians and is 
already part of the whole profession’s Code of Conduct. The CPSO’s inclusion of this section suggests that 
there is a great need to protect patients from physicians who use CAM treatments and that a physician 
who chooses a natural approach to treatment may have malevolent intentions and a desire to exploit the 
patient. This sets an unacceptable tone that is harmful to the integrity of the medical profession.   
 

• By citing factors that can make a patient vulnerable to exploitation, such as “potential financial hardship” 
or “the patient suffers from a serious, life threatening / terminal illness” (Draft Policy – Page 250, line 
130), physicians using CAM treatments are open to scrutiny simply because they provide care to the poor 
or very ill. This cannot be a desired outcome for the healthcare system.  

 




